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STEP 0: Preparations



Activation: DAN-SANS



Starting of “New Session”





STEP 1: Instrument Selection 



Select Data-Reduction-Instrument: KWS3-2020



Selected: KWS3-2020



STEP 2: Raw-Data Path Selection  



Select Path (Folder) where your data is located



Path (Folder): selected



STEP 3 (optional): Data-Information-Table Generation  



3.1 Go to Rawdata Tools tab



3.2 Push “+” Button and enter Table Name



3.3 Select Data to get Information

Every run measured  @ KWS-3 
has two files:
*.det detector image
*.yaml header file

We select only header files!



3.4 “info-table” is generated



STEP 4 (optional): Data “Understanding”



3 samples: H-J, H-L, H-M; 
2 configurations: D9.2m[s.aperture 20x20mm2], D1.2m [s.aperture 6.5x8mm2]
(WaveLength 12.8A, c.aperture 2x2mm2 )

Samples

D9.2m

D1.2m



Dark Current, B4C

Detector Dark Current : #00000002 (blocked beam with B4C)
Ask local contact to provide this file (single file will be used in all configurations)

“Dark Current”



EB (Empty cell/beam) to subtract from sample’s runs

Empty Beam/Cell

D9.2m

D1.2m



Absolute Calibration Runs (direct beam mode):

- EB (“Empty Beam”)
- B4C (“Dark Current”)

D9.2m

D1.2m

Absolute calibration of KWS-3 data is done in direct way: we measure empty 
beam without beam stop and calculate number of neutrons coming to samples



STEP 5: Masking Matrixes

For Sensitivity, Absolute Calibration, and Detector Center calculation we need 
“full” mask (only detector edge is masked): mask

We have two configurations: D9.2m and D1.2m. 
For every configuration we need 2 masks:
- For radial averaging (detector edge and direct beam are masked): mask-bs-9m & mask-bs-1m
- For Transmission Calculation  (masked everything except director beam area): mask-tr-9m &  mask-tr-1m



STEP 5.1:  Standard Detector “mask” Creation



Go to MASK tab



mask
For Sensitivity, Absolute Calibration, and Detector Center calculation we need 
“full” mask (only detector edge is masked)

“Edge” is checked (default values)
“Beam Stop | Direct Beam” is unchecked
Active Mask Name is “mask”

Push :



“mask” matrix is created in “DAN:: mask, sens” folder



Plotting Example: “Color Fill”



Plotting Example: “Color Fill”

256x256

1

0



STEP 5.2:  “mask-bs-9m” generation

Beam center could be located at any position of the detector, sometimes even out of the detector area.
Therefore position of the direct beam is not pre-defined. Every time we should calculate position of the beam spot 
basing on Empty Beam run for every configuration. To make “mask-bs-9m”  matrix we will open “00082558” matrix 
and will plot it.



To plot rawdata-matrix of 00082558 run we will use 
Fast Info Extractor of Rawdata Tools

Be sure, that Plot Matrix [Plot-Active] is selected



Select in the drop-down list 00082558 run
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STEP 5.3:  “mask-tr-9m” generation









STEP 5.4 & 5.5:  “mask-tr-9m” generation



STEP 6:  Detector Sensitivity (“Sens”) Reading

KWS-3 case: ask Local Contact to provide sensitivity files

In this example we use: #00000001 run

“mask” matrix should be active in Mask Tab



Go to Sensitivity tab & do 4 steps          

1

23
4



“sens” matrix is created in “DAN:: mask, sens” folder



Plotting Example of “sens” matrix: “Color Fill”



STEP 7:  Filling ”Table of Configurations”

Select from list

Input something (type or double click to select)

Calculate/read

Icons meaning:



DAN-SANS: go to next tab “Data Processing”



D9
.2
m

D1
.2
m

Set Number of Instrument Configuration: in this example 2



EB:  D9.2m

Double Click

Empty Beam/Cell Runs



EB:  D9.2m

Fill: Empty Beam/Cell Runs

EB:  D1.2m



Fill: Detector Dark Current Runs



Fill: Absolute Calibration Runs
(Direct Beam Mode)



Push : to read Sample to Detector Distances from Headers



Push : to calculate mu-factor for every configuration



Push : to read transmission of “EB/EB” for every configuration



Push : to calculate Absolute Factor for every configuration

Results Log: Output

! Important: at this step “mask” and “sens” matrixes should be active here !



Fill: “Center” Runs
“Center” Runs: at KWS-3 we use Empty-Cell/Empty-beam runs to calculate center

We use 
“EB” sample
also here 



Push : to calculate center of the beam for all configurations
or/and

! Check errors to be
sure about correctness 
of center determination 
! 

! Important: at this step “mask” and “sens” matrixes should be active here !



- D9.2m and D1.2m configuration: transmission  will be calculated separately (both checked);

- mask-tr-9m and mask-tr-1m matrixes will be used to calculate transmission 



Select correct “Sensitivity” and “Mask” Matrixes

mask-bs-9m and mask-bs-1m matrixes 
will be used for radial averaging



STEP 8:  Creation of “Table of Samples”



Push : to create empty script-table and than give name to it.  



Empty “script” table is generated in “DAN :: script, info, ...” folder

! Current parameters of !  
! DAN-SANS is saved  in:!
! Script-Settings table     ! 



to add files for “script” tablePush :



Selecting of files for data reduction



“Script” table contains now 3 samples measured in 2 configurations



“Script” table structure



“Script” table structure



1. Sample Name column
2. Run Number column: “Isample”
3. Condition Number , it corresponds to column number in the table  of configurations in DAN-SANS
4. Collimation Distance column
5. Sample-To-detector Distance column: “D”
6. Wave Length column: “!”
7. Column Collimation and Sample Apertures “Beam Size”
8. Dark Current column with run numbers corresponding to the blocked beam measurements (Boron Carbonate): “IBC”

1

2: Isample

3

4

5

6:  !

7

8: IBC

9:  IEC

10: d

11: Tr

12: 
ACfactor

13: Xcenter

14: Ycenter

15: mask

16: 
sens

17

“Script” table structure



“Script” table structure

9. Empty Cell column: run numbers will be subtracted as EC (EB) from the sample: “IEC”
10. Sample Thickness column: “d”
11. Sample Transmission column: “Tr”
12. Absolute Calibration Factor column “ACfactor”
13. X-center column “Xcenter”
14. Y-center column “Ycenter”
15. Mask Matrix column: “mask”
16. Sensitivity Matrix column: “sens”
17. After-Processing-Status column

1

2: Isample

3

4

5

6:  !

7

8: IBC

9:  IEC

10: d

11: Tr

12: 
ACfactor

13: Xcenter

14: Ycenter

15: mask

16: 
sens

17



“Script” table structure: Matrix calculation for every file:

!Σ
!Ω $, & = ()*+ $, & , *-.* $, & , /0!"#$%&! , 12 , 3'"()*+ − 3,- − 12 , 3.- − 3,-

I: means normalized intensity
+ Dead-Time correction 
+ Wide Angle corrections !  In “processing” only parameters in the Script-Table 

is used – NOT FROM HEADE  ! 

2: Isample

5

8: IBC

9:  IEC

10: d

11: Tr

12: 
ACfactor

15: mask

16: 
sens



“Script” table structure: Wave Vector Q calculation for every file, every pixel:

! ", $ = 4'
( ) *"+ ,-+!" ."/01#$%& ) (" − 4'&()&*)++($ − 7'&()&*)+

29

+ Wide Angle corrections

!  In “processing” only parameters in the Script-Table 
is used – NOT FROM HEADE  ! 

."/01#$%& = 0.034=>

5

6:  (

13: Xcenter

14: Ycenter



“Processing” tools/options



1   

3      2

1. Select(Create) script table

2. Select way how data will be saved after processing: 
- as tables/matrixes in the current project (“>>Project”) 
- or as ASCII files in “Output Folder” (“>>File”) 

3. Push one of Processing Buttons: 

- I[Q] for radial averaging; 
- I[x,y] for matrix generation in Cartesian coordinates; 
- I[Q,!] for matrix generation in Polar coordinates; 
- I[Qx] or I[Qz]  for horizontal or vertical slices; 
- dI[x,y], Q[x,y], dQ[x,y], "[x,y]  for error-bar matrix, wave-vector matrix, error-bar matrix of wave-vector,  resolution matrix…

Data “Processing”
in 3 steps:



STEP 9:  Radial Averaging

1. Selected: “script” table

2. Selected:  as tables/matrixes in the current project (“>>Project”) 

3. Pushed:  I[Q] for radial averaging; 



In “DAN:: I[Q]” folder 9 tables are created 



Default Table’s name Format

QI-SM-#####-SampleName

QI: radial av. Mode
SM: “Standard” Mode
#####: run number
SampleName: Sample Name J



Example of Plotting of Radial Averaged  Datasets



Plotting example:

1. Create empty  2D Plot

2. Menu Graph:

select “Add/Remove Curve …”

3. Select Data to Plot: 

(H-J sample here)

4(optional). Check “+yErr”: 

Automatically to add also error-bars

5. Push “Add” button:

7. Push “OK” button to close “Add/Remove” interface

6 (optional). Push “log” for double-logarithmic presentation 



Plotting example:  result





STEP 10:  Data Merging



Merging Step #1: go to “Merge” tab (DAN-SANS) and activate “script-mergingTemplate”



Merging Step #2: push button “Read active Table” to transfer data to Merge-interface



Merging Step #3: push button “Merge [Project]” or “Merge[ascii]”



Merging Result: merged tables are located in “DANP:: Merge.1D”



Plotting Example of Merged Data











Plotting example:  result



STEP 11:  Reduced Detector Images

1. Selected: “script” table

2. Selected:  as tables/matrixes in the current project (“>>Project”) 

3. Pushed:  I[x,y] for radial averaging; 





H-M H-LH-J

D9.2m

D1.2m



H-M H-LH-J

D9.2m

D1.2m

The same SCALE for all matrixes





Problem:  scattering is not ISOTROPIC

We need  Vertical & Horizontal Masks for 2 configurations (9.2m and 1.2m) ! 

mask-bs-9m-vertical

mask-bs-9m-horizontal

mask-bs-1m-vertical

mask-bs-1m-horizontal



mask-bs-9m-horizontal











mask-bs-9m-horizontal



mask-bs-9m-vertical



mask-bs-1m-verticalmask-bs-1m-horizontal



Script-Table Modification:  adding the same 
datasets with horizontal and vertical masks





Sample Names: added suffix “-horizontal”



Sample Names: added suffix “-vertical”



Modified ”script” table



STEP 9-again:  Radial Averaging

1. Selected: “script” table

2. Selected:  as tables/matrixes in the current project (“>>Project”) 

3. Pushed:  I[Q] for radial averaging; 



Every run has 3 tables



Merging Data



Tables are ready



Plotting “H-M” sample averaged with 3 masks



Tr(1.2m)=0.8088

Tr(9.2m)=0.538

!  We should scale 1.2m data to 

Factor = Tr(1.2m)/Tr(9.2m)      !







D9.2m

D1.2m




